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    flow flapping wing
notch in rear nacelle
  for laser reflection
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1 α = 4o
α = 2o
α = 0o
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2D panel, (in-plane wake)
























k = 0, A = 4, 8 & 20
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all 3D methods:A = 8





















































































































































10k<Re 20k, A = 17.4
20k<Re<40k, A = 17.4



















































































































Re = 4 × 104, A = 8
Re = 4 × 104, A = 12
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Time-Averaged Non-Dimensional Horizontal Velocity,U/U
∞
z
Re = 2.1 × 104
Re = 106
Re = 2 × 104
h






























Re = 0.9 × 104
h
Re =104





































































Re = 2.1 × 104
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